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Update on the construction of the
new health sciences building.

Get to know Tyler Gentry, your
new Student Association president.

HU alum, Boston
Marathon runner
recalls bombings
by LEXI STUTZMAN
news editor

by ASHEL PARSONS J Student Publications
President David B. Burks and Chancellor Clifton L. Ganus Jr. share a laugh during the front lawn luau on
Tuesday evening. The luau honored the Burkses and Ganuses for their service to Harding. This fall, when
Bruce Mclarty takes office as president, Ganus will assume the title of chancellor emeritus and Burks will
become chancellor of the university.

BJuffJng or brink of war?
North Korea threatens; world weighs response
more than 50,000 of their own workers.
On April 17, N orth Korea restricted a
South Korean delegation from delivering
On March 30, N orth Korea declared food and supplies to 200 South Korean
themselves to be in a state of war against workers left in the region.
The validity of North Korea's threats
South Korea. Additionally, North Korean officials have continued to voice has been debated. North Korea's missile
various threats against South Korea and range, as well as in their nuclear capabilities, have also been a source of doubt.
the United States.
According to South Korean news White House spokesman Jay Carney
agency Yonhap, N orth Korea has moved stated that the recent string of threats
two missiles to the east coast. One missile "is a familiar pattern of behavior out of
has "considerable range," according to North Korea" but that the United States
South Korean Defense Minister Kim is taking "all necessary precautions."
Harding graduate Steven D enney,
Kwan-jin, possibly capable of reaching
G uam, a United States territory with editor-in-chief of the YonseiJournal of
a con siderable United States military International Studies, managing editor
presence. South Korean Defense Min- of SinoNK. com and an M .A. candiistry spokesman Kim Min-seok recently date at the Yonsei University G raduate
stated that North Korea was preparing a School ofinternational Studies, agrees
nuclear test, but on April 8 he retracted that North Korea's actions fit into a
his statement, claiming that he had recurring p attern.
"They (North Korea) certainly know
misspoken.
On April 11, North Korea's Com- how to play the international commumittee for Peaceful Reunification of nity... " Denney said. "There is no sm all
the Fatherland stated that North Korea amount of historical continuity here;
has "powerful striking means" and has this is a tried-and-true strategy."
entered target coordinates for a midD enney said N orth K orea's current
range missile test. On April 3, N orth goal is to put themselves in a better
Korea stopped allowing South Korean bargaining position for concessions
workers access to the Kaesong Indus- from the United States. D enney said if
trial Region and on April 8 withdrew the United States concedes anything,

byJARED DRYDEN

editorial assistant

North Korea "will go to work selling
it domestically." The N orth Korean
government, according to Denney, does
not want its citizens to realize they are
living in "a fourth-rate South Korea."
As far as the United States is concerned,
D enney said North Korea's actions are
not enough to warrant a response.
" It would take much more than a
small scale conflagration/ provocation
to warrant a strong response from the
U.S.,'' Denney said. "North Korea knows
this, perhaps better than anyone."
] unior ] on a than Crews, American
Studies Institute distinguished student
president, pointed out that not only would
N orth Korea need to have better missile
capabilities, but would have to militarize
a nuclear warhead before being able to
launch an attack. Crews also mentioned
that North Korean rockets run on liquid
fuel and would take long enough to fuel
that they could be preemptively attacked
while still on the launch pad.
"Nor th K orea's nuclear program
is the biggest possible threat," Crews
said. "The biggest threat is to nations
like South Korea or Japan. North Korea does not have the capability to hit
the continental United States with an
ICBM, although t here is some debate
on whether they could hit H awaii."

Three people were killed and more than
180 were injured on Monday when two bombs
exploded near the finish line of the Boston
Marathon.
Harding alumna Tish Pace was among the
23,000 runners who participated in the marathon. Pace had completed the race when the
two devices detonated at 2:50 p.m. near the
row of international flags leading up to the
finish line.
Pace said she was one block over, meeting
up with friends and family when she heard
the blasts. At first, Pace said she thought that
maybe a car had backfired, but as the sound
of sirens rang out through the city, she began
to feel alarmed.
''We just had a good day, and we were exchanging stories and laughing and taking pictures,"
· Pace said. "And then we just kept hearing all
of these sirens and it was like, 'something is
wrong, let's get out, let's go."'
Pace first caught sight of something unusual
as she and her friends made their way to the
train station. Someone was lying in the back
seat of a police car, she said, with his or her
arm lying up by the window like th ey were
h urt. Pace said she thought maybe someone
had been injured at the finish, but after multiple
police cars raced by, she realized something
was seriously wrong.
That's when a woman told her it was a bomb.
The first explosive was housed in a pressure
cooker hidden in a backpack along the street,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation determined
Wednesday. The second bomb was reportedly
also housed in a metal container, but as of
Wednesday there was not enough evidence to
conclude whether it was also placed inside of
a pressure cooker.
Soon after the devices detonated, videos of
the explosions at the marathon began surfacing. Pace said she immediately began receiving
messages and voice mails from people already
aware of what had happened.
"People knew in Searcy before we really
knew," Pace said. "I was getting texts from
people that I am not really close to, like, 'Are
you OK? Are you OK? There's blood and
limbs everywhere at the finish, just tell me
you're not there."'
At the White House on Tuesday, President
Barack Obama said it is still unknown whether
the attack was planned and executed by a foreign or domestic terrorist organization or by
an individual: However, as of Thursday, two
possible suspects have been identified based on
surveillance footage from local businesses and
news station according to the New York Times.
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, a former U.S. senator from Massachusetts, said on
Wednesday that this attack will not intimidate
Boston and he is hopeful the culprits will be
brought to justice.

Police departments for private universities
After new Arkansas legislation, campus administration is set to
decide on implementing security changes with new presidency
by ALEXIS HOSTICKA
sports editor
Private colleges and universities
in Arkansas will soon be able to
have their own police forces on
campus after Gov. Mike Beebe
and the Senate approved a new
legislation.
For the last few years, Harding
University's D epartment of Public Safety worked with Sen. Mark
Biviano to push for a change in
the law allowing schools such as
Harding to have a police department
on campus.
The bill will go into effect nine
weeks after the legislative session
ends, som etime in late July or early
Augu st, but it will then be the
decision of individual universities
whether or not they want to use
police on campus.
Some of the benefits of having
police on campus would be giving

Harding access to the Arkansas
Police Training Academy and use
of various criminal databases.
According to Director of Public
Safety Craig Russell, it would also
give the university better control
of traffic on campus. However, it
will be up to future president Dr.
Bruce McClarty if he wants to see
these changes on campus.
"We would still have non-police
personnel and then a small number
of sworn officers," Russell said.
"We could probably on-send one
or two or maybe three people at
a time to the 12-week program at
the training academy."
According to Russell, there is no
one event or incident that prompted
Harding to push for this bill. In fact,
the department has been discussing
the potential of police on campus
for the last 15 or so years.
"Campus is not any less safe than
it was last year or any time before,"

.,.::::

Russell said. ''Part of my job
is being attuned to what
is happening on_campus,
m our commuruty, across
the nation and even globally
that might affect the safety
of those who are part of
the Harding community."
Russell did note that
what happens in the Searcy
community can affect what
happens on Harding's campus.
Once Md.arty takes over the
presidency, the topic will go into
more discussion on whether this
will be implemented on campus in
the near future.
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ISLAMABAD - A 7. 8
magnitude earthquake
struck near the Iran-Pakistan
border Tuesday killing at
least 40 people and injuring
more than 150 according
to CNN. More than 150
mud houses were destroyed
in the quake which was
followed by at least two
aftershock s Wednesday
morning.
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WASHINGTON - A
letter addressed to President Obama containing
ricin was intercepted by a
screening facility outside
the White House on Tuesday. The same day, a letter
intended for Republican
Senator Roger Wicker of
Mississippi, tested positive
for the deadly compound,
which if inhaled, injected
or ingested can kill a person within 36 to 48 hours,
according to CNN.
WEST, Texas -A massive
explosion at a fertilizer plant
in West, Texas, leveled homes
and killed as many as 15
people Wednesday evening.
More than 160 people were
injured in the explosion,
and as of Thursday three
to four firefighters were
unaccounted for according
to CNN. The explosion
shook homes as far as 50
miles away and forced at
least half of the community
to evacuate the town.
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New health sciences building brings change
to communications,. nursing ·departments
We have been living out of four
classrooms for as long as the nursing department has been around
... needless to say we are excited
about the new addition.
- Aaron McGaughy,
senior

by COLE MOKRY
student writer

The new health sciences building is scheduled
to open in time for the fall semester and will house
the Carr College of Nursing and the department
of communication sciences and disorders.
Construction on the new building will be
finished by August, giving the college of nursing
and the CSD department time to move in before mester, more than 200 individuals will come in,
classes start August 20. The nursing program is many of them twice a week."
currently located in the Olen Hendrix building
This move, Weaver said, will be a huge boost to
and the CSD department occupies the first floor their clinical outreach and ease traffic congestion
of the Reynolds building.
in the Reynolds, which is also home to the music,
Dr. Beckie Weaver, dean of the college of theater and communication departments.
Dr. Jim Miller, professor in the communicaallied health, said once CSD moves into the
new building, they will be able to double their . tions deparnnent, said that once CSD moves into
clinic space.
the health sciences building, the department of
''We do offer a free clinic,'' Weaver said. ''People communication will inherit the space it previously
from the community come in to receive speech occupied. Student Publications is expected to
and language services. Over the course of a se- move into the clinic area. Miller also stressed that

while these were the official plans, they were also
susceptible to change.
''We plan to move slowly, but by the beginning
of the spring semester we anticipate that the
department of communication will be operating
almost entirely out of the first floor," Miller said.
''We hope to modify the clinic as needed and, as
budgeted funds allow, to make it appropriate for
Student Publications to occupy that area."
The n ew building will also provide more
space for the nursing department in the form
of teaching and simulation labs.
Senior nursing major Aaron McGaughy said
the new building has been long awaited.
''We have been living out of four classrooms
for as long as the nursing department has been
around and some of our current equipment that
we learn with is outdated." McGaughy said. 'This
new building will have state of the art simulation
facilities and more than four classrooms. Needless
to say we are excited about the new addition."
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CONTEST GUID LINES:

Submit original artwork (minimum size: 1l"x 17"). If your artwork is selected,
we will return the original after having a reproduction print made. Entries can be
dropped off at our Race Street and Beebe Capps branches. Submit digital photos to travis.hon@firsfcommunity.net {minimum resolution: 300 dpi; maximum
file size: 10 MB). Artwork and/or photos must be submitted by Sept. 1, 2013.
Contest limited to Harding University students, alumni, faculty and administration.
70 pieces of artwork will be selected.
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kristin baldwin that cute. Then there are the
- - - - - - - - - - - - single girls who post pictures
of their celebrity crush. This
one is only slightly more acceptable in my eyes.
When #TransformationTuesday rolls around, be prepared
to see the cutest baby picture
someone can·find matched up
an y Harding stu- with the cutest current picture
dents have joined someone can find. Some of
in on the fad of them are cute, but the concept
posting pictures to Instagram of the day is a little annoying.
according to the hashtag of No one is surprised at all that
the day. To most people, that you've transformed in the
is an excuse to post pictures past 15 years of your life.
of their boyfriend, pictures There have been a few very
of themselves as children and humorous posts related to
highly unattractive pictures of this day such as one that had
their best friends.
a picture of a cell matched up
To start the week off, there with a current picture. That
is #SelfieSunday. This has to was clever.
be the most annoying day of
them all. No one (and I mean
If you ever find
no one) wants to see a picture
yourself posting
you have taken of yourself
more than one a
sitting in your car making a
day, your followpouty face. I cannot think of
ers are annoyed,
a worse, more embarrassing
thing to post.
trust me.

guest
space

M

#ManCrushMonday is a
day on Instagram that allows
girls in a relationship to post
the most deceitfully attractive
picture of their boyfriend they
can find on their phone. Girls
post it with a caption that says
something like "love this boy."
That is completely fine, if you
do it once. Every Monday is a
little excessive and even more
excessive is when five pictures
in a row are posted like this.
It is completely unnecessary
and really no one but you and
your boyfriend think it's all

alex ezell

Kristin Baldwin
Michael Claxton
Alex Ezell

Mallory Johnson
Mackenzie Lee
Shaun Melady
Cole Mokry
Rebecca Neely
Bethany Nicholson
Angel Paramore
Ashley Rosenbaum
Shane Schock
Chanhee Song
Kristi Soto
Corey Stumne
Landis Tindell
Virginia "Vivi" Vitalone
At the Bison, it is our goal to serve
the Harding University student body
with integrity, truth and open ears.
However, we believe that meeting that
goal is a two-way street between our
staff and the public it serves.
We pledge to keep our eyes and ears
open to what our community has to
say and hope that, in return, that
community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We
also pledge to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant information,
check our facts, and share them in a
professional, timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions,
comments or concerns for the Bison
staff, please e- mail Lyndsey Ruble, the
editor-in-chief, at lruble@harding.edu
"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations,
exams and summer sessions), 18
issues per year, by Harding University.
Periodicals postage paid at Searcy,
Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to The Bison, Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR 72149-

0001"

Then comes #Woman CrushWednesday. This seems
to be the universal "find the
ugliest, most embarrassing
picture you can find of your
best friend and post it" day.
A lot of times these posts are
funny but can be taken too far.
Other people find pictures of
their favorite female celebrity
and dream of either dating her
or looking like her one day.
#ThrowbackThursday is
basically the same concept
as #TransformationTuesday.

The only difference is that the
old picture isn't matched up
with a current. The throwback
is usually also of a group of
friends from a few years ago
or, depending on the time
of year, something that goes
along with the current holiday,
Spring Sing or club week.
The last one of the week
is #FlashbackFriday. It does
not seem like quite as many
people use this one unless
they missed their throwback
from Thursday. It is literally
the exact same thing.
Participating in the hashtag
of the day is not always annoying
to all of your followers, but it
definitely can be. If you ever
find yourself posting more
than one a day, your followers
are annoyed, trust me. When
considering whether or not
to post, keep this little list
of guidelines in the back of
your mind. One: never, never,
never post a selfie. Two: steer
away from constantly posting
pictures of your significant
other. Three: an unattractive
post of your friend is funny
but not when you do it every
week. Four: captions that are
a paragraph long will never
actually be read. Finally: the
more humorous the post, the
more people will actually like it.

KRISTIN BALDWIN is a guest
contributor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
kbaldwin@harding.edu.

Smartphone Relationships
Can't Replace Face-to-Face

guest writers.

Kory Howard

bethany aspey

Hashtags: Cute or Annoying?

G

rowing up in the world

today is different
from the world our
parents grew up with. Most
people own a smartphone,
which they can u se for directions, shopping, ordering food
and much more. Something I
have come to realize is that I
seem to be relying more on
my phone for simple everyday
tasks. Our parents did not
drive around talking on the
phone, listening as Siri tells
them where to turn and reading
a tweet all at the same time.
As a younger generation, have
we become too dependent on
our phones? I believe that
we have.
I do not know if I am being
old-fashioned, but there is
something about communicating face-to-face that seems
right. I can tell what the other

person is thinking by their tone
or voice or facial expressions.
Yes, I know smartphones have
the capability to let you see
the other person through a
camera, but it is not the same
as being together in person.
Smartphones are pulling the
personal touch out of daily
life without me even noticing
because I am too busy to stop
and take in the moment.
Are we putting our time
and energy into something
that cannot give us what
every human needs, physical
contact? Think about it. I
know personally I take the
easy way out and just text
someone to let him or her
know I am thi nking about
them. At the same time, I am
always thankful for the friends
who take time to come see
me in person instead of just
calling to talk.
Smartphones are a tool.
They help people get to where
they need to be. Also, they
can lead us to take the easy
way out. It is a scary thought
that some relationships are
built off of interactions that
only went through a phone.
Our world has become so

desensitized to in person
communication that having
a relationship through just
a phone is not unheard of. I
am not saying that this does
not end up working out for
some people. It is harder to
understand the other person
involved when you have never
had a face-to-face conversation.
It is just different.

Smartphones are
a tool. They help
people get to
where they need
to be.
After sitting here and
thinking about why I rely
on my phone so much I am
going to consciously work on
becoming more personal in my
everyday routine. Smartphones
are helpful, but they do pull
us away from the personal
communication that should
be so vital in our lives.

ALEX EZELL is a guest
contributor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
aezell@harding.edu.

Needless
to say...

Make the
Best of
Mullets

B

ad haircuts happen t o
good people every day.
Whether it was when you
were little and had the brilliant
idea to chop off the greater
portion of your own hair or
your hairstylist understood
trimming two inches to be
10 inches, it just happens and
there's nothing to do but say
you love it and then go eat an
entire bag of Cheetos.
There was a celebration in
m y dorm this past week as my
roommate was able to proudly
announce that her sideburns had
finally grown in to functional
sidebangs. That's right. I said
it. Sideburns. Don't worry, it
wasn't actually facial hair, so if
you're recruiting for a traveling
circus in need of a bearded lady,
she's off the market. But before
the stage of "too soon" jokes
was over, I had affectionately
dubbed her botched haircut as
"sideburns" and had I known
it would stick, well, I probably
still would have said it.
Bad hair literally crops up
everywhere and if you're unconvinced then just look up
"worst celebrity hairstyles"
or check Twitter for any given
"Throwback Thursday."
If I were to compile a list of
some of my favorite celebrity
haircuts, it would look something like this:
1. Rihanna: Because everyone
knows a Mountain-Dew-CodeRed-bowl-cut is edgy, but mostly
horrendous.
2. Guy Fieri: Because standing
upside down in a puddle of
bleach is probably the quickest
and most cost-effective way to
look like a Food Network host
that didn't quite make the 90s
boy-band cut.
3. And a personal favorite:
Billy Ray Cyrus. Now I realize
terrible haircuts could be a genetic thing after Miley's debut
with Draco Malfoy hair, but
who knows.
I guess I've always had a
special connection with Billy
Ray. It could be because we both
like to encourage others not
break our achy-breaky hearts,
but more likely it is our bond
over mullets.
You'd think mullets would
be the perfect compromise
for all. There's just something
about business in -the front
and a party in the back that
everyone could relate to for .a
few years.
Man-Crush-Monday probably
would have evolved into ManCrush-M ullet-Monday given
the chance, but the hashtag
was just too long.
Fortunately, society saw the
error of its ways and moved
on to other terrible haircuts.
So whatever your bad haircut
may be, whether it's sideburns
or mullets or burning off a
chunk of hair with a curling
iron, just know that things will
all be OK and you might guest
star on Ellen in the future .
In conclusion, I hope that
all your future haircuts are
even and straight, and most
importantly, mullet-proof.

BETHANY ASPEY is the opinions
editor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
baspey@harding.edu.
Twitter: @bethanyaspey
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lyndsey ruble

Moral
of the
Story

Health Care
Needs New

Solutions:
Continued.from Bison No. 16

0

ne of the biggest contributing factors
to overpricing in the health care industry is the price and prevalence of
prescription drugs. Prescription drug prices
make up 10 percent of the U.S. health care
costs and are, on average, 50 percent more
expensive than in other developed nations.
The "Bitter Pill" article from "Time" magazine referenced in my last column gave a few
examples o f the difference in prescription
costs between nations: The price of one
Lipitor pill in the U.S. is the same as three
Llpitor pills in Argentina. One Plavix pill in
the U.S. is the same as that of four in Spain,
and one N exium pill in the U.S. is the same
as that of eight in France.
But the high price of prescription drugs
is just the beginning of the story. When patients are prescribed drugs, they often fail to
understand the effect that the prescription
may have.
Consider someone with hlgh blood pressure
(called hypertension) who is prescribed beta
blockers, which blunt the body's response to
the nerves responsible for increased cardiac
action. A doctor may prescribe a beta.blocker
and recommend that an effective means of
reducing blood pressure is to engage in regular,
vigorous exercise. However, if this person
wants to eventually work toward eliminating
dependency on medication by exercising, he
is going to run into an unforeseen problem:
Beta blockers lower your maximal exercising
heart rate and decrease your time to exhaustion,
making vigorous exercise almost impossible.
Basically, he is gping to have a much tougher
time getting healthy and reducing his dependency on medication primarily because of the
medication itsel£ As a result, he'll be much
more likely to become shackled to the beta
blocker prescription for the rest of his life
in spite of a personal desire to accomplish a
healthier routine through lifestyle modification.
i\ nd just like that, doctors and prescription
drug companies develop a lifelong customer.
Much like the hyp ertension prescription
situation, it is fairly common for doctors
to prescribe medicine that a patient doesn't
need . .A 2008 study published in an issue of
"Clinical Infectious Diseases" cited previous
studies, which suggested that half of the
estimated 100 million antibiotic prescriptions
written per year were unnecessary. While
doctors can often financially benefit from
over-prescribing, the aforementioned study
also said that more than 140,000 people (many
of them young children) are rushed to the
emergency room after a serious reaction to
an antibiotic. N early 9,000 of those patients
have to be hospitalized, and so begins another
cycle o f excessive over-pricing and unfair
medical bills.
Moral of the story:
1. Americans need to lobby for change in
health care costs. There is no need for the
L'.S. to be spending twice as much as other
developed nations. Steven Brill estimated in
his article "Bitter Pill" that cutting prescription drug costs could save the U.S. more
than $94 billion.
2. Promote initiatives that work to change
the culture of over-prescribing in health
care. "Choosing Wisely" is an initiative by
the American Board of Internal Medicine
to get doctors and patients talking about
unnecessary prescriptions and tests. Part of
the initiative included a list of 45 treatments
and tests that doctors should prescribe far
less often or stop prescribing entirely. The
initiative ts currently being challenged by the
Obama administration as an attempt to ration
care, but is the first sign of serious reform.
E ducate yourself on the 45 treatments and
become part of the movement to promote
these typ es of initiatives.
3. Be an informed patient. A healthy diet
and regular exercise are two key factors in
reducing your trips to the doctor, but also
understand the physiological effects medicine has on your body, especially common
prescrip tions such as those fo r antibiotics
or beta blockers.

LYNDSEY RUBLE is the editor-inchief for the Bison. She may be
contact ed at lruble@harding.edu
or on Twitter @lnruble.

Handicapped Parking Courtesies
tim cox
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ften I will drive up to the store
for a quick trip and many times
that quick trip turns into a
longer one, not because the store didn't
have what I needed or the check-out
lines were long, but because of a more
discourteous reason.
My trip stalls in the parking lot, as
I look for an open handicap parking
spot. I circle and circle looking for one
and finally ending up going toward the
back of the lot, where I will have room
to open my car door all the way and pull
out my wheelchair.
This O ctober, I will be a paraplegic
for 26 years, and during that time, finding
a parking spot has remained a constant
frustration. This happens in the rain, the
snow, the heat of summer and the busy
rush of the holidays. I am often tempted
to carve handicap symbols into the sides
of illegally parked cars with my keys, but
I restrain myself and con tinue on with
my "quick" trip.
Handicap spots are not there because
I and other disabled drivers think we
need special attention, or that we aren't
strong enough to get around. The main
purpose of handicap parking is solving

a two-fold logistical problem. The first
is that getting a wheelchair out of a car
requires the doors to be all the way open,
and if a person has a lift, then it requires
that and the extra space a lift or ramp
takes. Those stripes and wider spots are
there for a reason - space. That is why
I end up going to the back of the lot,
where it is not as full and I can park in
two spots so I can get out easily. The
other reason is less realized but actually
is the more important reason. Being in
a chair, I am obviously a lot shorter than
the average person walking through the
parking lot This is a problem in a parking
lot full of minivans, SUVs and pick-ups.
I am almost invisible making my way to
the store, as most people's line of sight
when backing up is right above my head.
Many disabled people are hurt every year
in parking lot accidents.
The law requires a certain amount of
handicap spots for the total amount of
spots in a parking lot. There are not a
lot, but those spots are filled for many
reasons. The first is that, in Arkansas,
one in four drivers have a handicap pass.
The law to get one is that an individual
cannot walk more than 50 feet before
needing to rest. Unfortunately, many take
advantage of this and retain that pass
long after it is needed. Another reason
is the infamous, "I'll just be a minute"
reason. That minute can become much
longer - running into friends, remembering other things to purchase and long
check-out lines. Meanwhile, I and other
deserving drivers are circling, looking for

a smaller and smaller selection of spots.
The last reason is the saddest reason of
all, which is pure selfishness. Individuals
think they are above the law and/ or that
their business is more important than
anyone else's.
The thing that disappoints me the most
is that this is not something I just find
at the store. It happens here on campus.
I love coming to campus every day to
teach graphic design. I look forward to
showing students something new to push
their creativity in a new direction. But I
am saddened arriving on campus when
I find the few handicap spots illegally
filled. I don't know if it is the "I'll just
be a minute" reason or simple laziness,
but I have a request. Don't do it; don't
only think of yourself Get into the habit
now of not parking in those spots. Hold
your friends accountable when they try
to park there. I deputize you to shame
them into moving. Park a little further
away and get the blood flowing before
you head into class. I hope these words
go through your head the next time you
pull into a parking lot and I hope they
encourage you to leave those handicap
spots for those that actually need them.
Resist the temptation of parking in a
handicap space and I will continue to
resist the temptation of carving a handicap symbol in your pretty car.

TIM COX is an adjunct professor
and guest contributor for the
Bison. He may be contacted at
tcox@harding.edu
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The Doctor is In

ith the passing of Abigail
Van Buren in January, it
seem s that the world may
have room for a new advice columnist.
Yes, "Dear Abby" is still being written
by her daughter, Jeanne Phillips. And
quite a few readers tune in to "The
Washington Post" each week for candid
and witty relationship help from Carolyn
H ax. Others consult Dr. Tracy, or Dr.
Phil, or Dr. O z, and some may even
catch re-runs of ''Peanuts," anxious to
hear what sage counsel Lucy will have
for Charlie Brown. After all, she only
charges five cents.
In all modesty, let me propose that
the Clax has been around the block
and may have some folksy wisdom
to share. So from time to time I will
print letters from readers who have a
problem that needs solving. Please send
them to Box 12248. All submissions
will be completely anonymous. Here's
one I g ot this week.
D ear Clax: I need some advice. I
will be retiring soon after 26 years in
university administration. It's been a
marvelous experience, and I've enjoyed
all the camaraderie relative to my work.
But now I am not sure what to do
with my time. Any suggestions? DBB.
D ear DBB: First of all, congratulations. To dedicate more than a quarter
century to a work that you love is a
remarkable gift. You must have been
blessed with abundant vision, energy
and patience. I'm sure you feel proud
of all you have accomplishetl, all of

have gotten the chance to go places
they would never have dreamed of You
sound like a person who loves people
and who has put your heart and soul
into something you believe in deeply.
Yes, it will be hard to let that go.
But what a blessing it will be to have
someone else attend all those meetings
for a while. What a joy it will be to share
the colleagues you have worked with even more time with your family, who
and the countless individuals you have must have supported you faithfully all
influenced. I susp ect that there are throughout these 26 years. And retirepeople whose lives have been changed ment is the ideal time to catch up on
for the better because they got the all the books you 've wanted to read.
chance to learn from your experience
What else can you do? You might
and to benefit from your enthusiastic take in a little consulting work, since
service. It wouldn't surprise me to those who come after you probably
find out that there are many people have a lot of respect for your wisdom.
out there who have great stories o f I'm told that people who retire from
how you made a positive difference your line of work often travel, attend
that will last for their lifetimes, and sporting events, go boating down
even beyond.
the Mississippi and eat barbeque and
N o one stays at a job for that long peanut brittle. You may also want to
without leaving his institution better get involved in some neighborhood
than he found it. And I'll bet a lot of construction projects. Let me know
your co-workers are deeply thankful if you need any gardening tips.
to you for the example you have givWhatever you do, please know that
en, for the tone you have set in your you have left a splendid legacy, and that
workplace, for the way I imagine you it is far from over. After all, you have
greeted them every day - maybe not been dismissed. You've merely
saying good morning to each one of entered a new phase of service, one
them . I'm certain those who share which I hope will be full of rewards.
your love for this job will walk every You certainly deserve them .
day past something you have built, or
That'll be five cents, please.
will work on some program you have MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
started, and I suspect they will do so contributor for t he Bison.
with pride and gratitude. Because of He may be contacted at
your leadership, I'll wager many people mclaxto 1@harding.edu.

michael
claxton
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Superstition

and being a
good sport
In Chicago, there is one
sports rivalry bigger than all
the others. Every year the
crosstown classic is packed
full of fans decked out in
their black and white or
red and blue.
This year, the face-off
between the White Sox
and the Cubs will happen
at the end of May, and like
every year, I'll be cheering
for my White Sox.
If you're a baseball fan,
you know that the Cubs
don't have much of a track
record for winning. Their
fans are more about tradition
and pride and hoping that
the next year might just be
the year.
There's also this whole
thing about a curse, which,
according to legend and
Yahoo Sports goes something like this: "During
the 1945 World Series,
Billy Goat Tavern owner
William Sianis placed a
curse on the Chicago Cubs
when the team denied his
pet goat Murphy entry into
the famed Wrigley Field.
Since, the Cubs have not
appeared in another World
Series, let alone won one,
so the 'Curse of the Billy
Goat' is still referenced to
this day."
Well, last Wednesday
someone decided to make
sure that the Cubs didn't
forget about this occurrence
and dropped off a severed
goat's head at Wrigley field.
As entertaining as this is, I
think that whoever did it
is taking it a little too far.
I am not superstitious,
nor do I believe the Cubs'
lack of winning has anything
to do with something that
happened with a goat more
than 65 years ago. However,
it still brings up the issue
of sportsmanship and respect. The goat head that
was dropped off last week
was specifically addressed
to the Cubs chairman Tom
Ricketts, but it was never
actually delivered to him.
Although no one really
knows anything about the
guy who delivered this
goat's head, I feel there is
a great possibility that it
was a White Sox fan. And
as much as it entertains me
that this happened, I think
it is taking the "curse" a
little too far.
Attempting to deliver a
severed animal head to the
team chairman is slightly
disturbing.
Sportsmanship is important and a goat's head isn't
exactly a peace offering.
But I mean, since we
all know that the Cubs
aren't going to make it to
the World Series anyway,
there's no need to worry
that this new goat's head
is going to make them any
worse than they already are.

ALEXIS HOSllCKA is
sports editor for the
2012-2013 Bison.
She may be contacted at
ahostick@harding.edu.
Twitter. @alexis_hosticka

Baseball sits at .600 for
season, 7 games remain
by SHANE SCHOCK
student writer
After winning three out of four games
against Henderson State University, the
Bison baseball team is now 24-16 overall
and 13-11 in the conference.
Junior catcher James Anderson drove
in the game-winning run in the final
game of the series on Tuesday giving
the Bisons a 4-2 win.
At the beginning of a season, the Bisons set goals to reach. Junior out-fielder
Jeremy Bohnert said many of those goals
had to do with their work ethic and what
they put into the game.
'We made it a goal to work harder than
anyone else," Bohnert said. ''As well as
going about our business the right way on
and off the field, we believe good things
will happen at seasons end."
Throughout a season, successes and
failures effect each player in a different
way, but senior outfielder Kyle Atkins
said baseball is based on failures.
''Baseball is a game of failure: You fail
seven out of 10 at bats you're hitting .300
and probably on your way to the baseball
Hall of Fame," Atkins said. ' 'Dealing with
the failure and adversity on a daily basis
is what makes baseball so challenging."

The team has seven regular season
games remaining, six of which are GAC
play. Following the regular season, the
team will play the GAC tournament
May 4-7. Their next game is today at 3
p.m. against Ouachita Baptist University
who they face in a doubleheader again
tomorrow at noon and 3 p.m.
Senior outfielder Paul Anzalone said
he is confident in the team 's abilities to
stay on task and work hard through the
rest of the season.
"The strongest part of our team is our
resiliency," Anzalone said. "We've had
good and bad rimes this season but we
all come to practice every day and stay
focused on the task at hand."
Anzalone said, however, that he would
like to see better results from work that
the team has put into the season.
"It's hard to say this season has been
a success, but we have some key opportunities left this season,'' Anzalone said.
Head coach Patrick McGaha h as
coached the Bisons for eight seasons and
has full confidence in his team despite
the rough start.
"These guys have worked extremely
hard this year," McGaha said. "I like how
they don't back down from challenges
they have faced so far this season."

photo by VIRGINIA "VIVI" VITALO NE I
Student Publications
Sophomore Maria Moreno takes a swing during
a match against East Central University on April
12. Harding lost the match 3-6.

Tennis closes
season 12-8
by ANGEL
PARAMORE
student writer

photo by GRANT SCHOL I Student Publications
Junior Cameron Walker pitches against Southwestern Oklahoma State
University during the doubleheader at Jerry Moore Field on April 6. The
Bisons lost the first game and won the second.

The Lady Bison tennis
team won their final match
of the regular season with a
6-3 conference victory over
Southeastern Oklahoma on
Monday. Both teams had
entered the match with a
2-3 record in conference.
The Lady Bisons also
clinched a No. 3 spot in
the GAC tournament The
tournament began today
at 9 a.m. and Harding is
facing No. 6 seed Henderson State University at
Henderson State.
Last week the Lady
Bisons earned the 400th
and 401st victories in
the program history on
Monday. According to
freshman Katie Huff, the
team celebrated by eating at
head coach D avid Elliot's
favorite Chinese buffet in
Searcy.
"It felt great to be a
part of a new record,"
freshman Ali Rowden said.
''Not many people can say
they helped participate in
something that big and it
is really exciting especially
as a freshman. Hopefully

I'll get to be around for
the SOOth win."
Along with breaking
through 400 wins, the Lady
Bisons defeated Henderson
State University 9-0 last
Monday in GAC play.
''f\ftertheloss (at Southern Nazarene) Henderson
had a huge target on their
back and none of us were
trying to lose two in a row;'
Rowden said. "Everyone
stuck together and pulled
their weight. We played
great as a team."
The Lady Bisons' overall
record for the season is
12-8 and the team is 3-3
in the GAC.
"All they have to do is
keep playing as hard as they
have been all season and
I am sure we will have a
positive outcome," assistant
coach Marco Ruiz said.
Junior Kaleigh Wagner leads the Lady Bisons
with 13 singles victories,
with Rowden close behind
with 11 singles wins.
The Lady Bisons' top
doubles team is junior Benyapa Phumtip and Rowden,
who are 9-3 overall, all at
No. 1. Overall, Phumtip
leads Harding with 11
doubles wins.
·

Rugby looks for new field to call home
by LEXI STUTZMAN
news editor

the most level field witl1 the most
grass that we had access to."
According to freshman Brandon
As construction on the site of Chase, the team will continue to use
the new softball stadium continues, their current practice field, which
the question of where Harding's is located beyond the intramural
rugby team will play their home football fields, but for practices
matches has yet to be answered, only. Mountford said the practice
according to next year's rugby field is designed to keep water off
captain, junior Derek Mountford. the intramural field, and for that
The location of the new stadium, reason most of their opponents
just west of the baseball stadium would rather not play Harding's
on the corner by the Beebe-Capps team than risk injury playing on
entrance to Harding, has served as the uneven ground.
Chase said the team recently
the long-rime playing field for the
rugby team. Mountford said last showed up for practice to find
semester t:.1-ie team was informed survey flags posted around the
that they needed to begin looking sides of a field. He said the players
for a new place to host their games . are hopeful the field may soon
because the field would no longer be renovated to serve as a better
be an option.
playing field.
"Our ability to use that field was
The team's hope for the area,
somewhat thin to begin with, as it Mountford said, is that Hardwas the soccer team's practice field, ing will convert the field into a
so we used it very infrequently," multi-purpose area for all students
Mountford said. "It was, however, to use, with a section in the back

available for the rugby team to thrive in the coming years.
"Each of our club sports teams
practice and play games.
According to Vice President offers students a unique opportuand D ean of Students David nity to compete athletically against
Collins, the physical resource other universities apart from the
department is in the process of traditional intercollegiate sports
gathering information regarding offered by our athletics departhow the area may be improved ment," Collins said. "These club
for use by club sports teams, but sports fit well within our mission
no official decisions have been at Harding as we seek ways for
made at this rime.
students to be active physically
Harding rugby, like the Harding and engaged in multiple facets of
lacrosse and women's and men's campus life."
As for the rugby team, Mountultimate Frisbee team, is a club
sport and is therefore self-funded. ford said the team's other options
This school year, however, the would be to play their home
university budgeted $10,000 for games somewhere off campus
the club sports teams, which was or at a complex in Little Rock,
distributed based on the number which would make it difficult to
of students participating on the get student support at the games.
various teams and their overall
"Neither of those (options)
expenses for the year, among are desirable at all from our
other criteria.
perspective, but we have battled
Collins said the university is worse and if that is all we have
committed to helping Harding's then we will make do with it,"
club teams continue to grow and Mountford said.
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Bison tennis closes season strong
byJARED DRYDEN
editorial assistant

Women's golf
c·tinches GAC
championship

Men's tennis finished the season
with a 12-7 record overall and 0-3
in conference play. After losing to
Ouachita Baptist 0-9 in a conference
matchup on April 8, the team went
on a three-match winning streak over
the next two days, defeating U niversity of the Ozarks, LeMoyne-Owen
College and University of Arkansas
Fort Smith with scores of 8-1, 9-0
and 5-4, respectively.
On April 12, they lost 4-5 to East
Central University, and on April 15
they fell to Southeastern Oklahoma
State University 3-6. Both teams are
in-conference opponents. Today, the
Bisons play in the GAC tournament

For the second consecutive season, the Lady Bison
golf team took home the
Great American Conference
Championship.
Before the tournament,
women's golf coach Christy
Morgan was confident in
the team's abilities.
''We are really playing well
right now and we're really
hopeful that that momentum
would carry over into the
conference tournament,"
Morgan said.
After the first round of
the tournament, the team
finished six shots ahead of
second place. Three Lady
Bison golfers finished round
one in the top 10 individually
lead by sophomore Yun-Kim
with a 4-over 76.
In the second round,
Harding broke the team
scoring record at the conference tournament posting
a 307 and doubling their
lead over second place to
12 strokes.
In round three, Harding
took their 12-stroke lead
and nearly doubled it again
as they finished just short
of their record score from
the previous day, with a
third round 310, 23 shots
ahead of second place
Henderson State. Emily
Plyler and Brittany Marquez
both finished in the top five
individuals and both received
All-Tournament honors.

The men's team shot 304
on day one, led by freshman
Alex Williamson who shot
. a 74 in the opening round.
While the Bisons' opening
round was a solid start to
the conference tournament,
they still trailed Arkansas
Tech by eight strokes going
into round two.
In the second round
Williamson led the way again
with his second straight
round of 74, as the Bisons
shot a team score of 300,
but fell to fourth place.
In Tuesday's third round
the Bisons were yet again led
by Williamson, as he posted
an even par 72 for his first
round of even par this season.
Despite Williamson's strong
performance the team still
shot a team score of 306 in
the final round and finished
in sixth place. Williamson's
4-over score of 220 earned
him a fourth place overall
finish and All-Tournament
honors.
"We just received our
first ever NCAA region
ranking," said men's head
golf coach Dustin Howell.
"We are really looking forward to the possibility of
playing past the conference
tournament into the super
regional tournament in
Kenosha, Wis."
Both Harding golf teams
now h ave to wait until
April 29 to see if they will
advance to the 2013 NCAA
Division II Super Regional
Championships.

Our Athletes' Views
on Pop Culture

said the team was riot very far from
achieving a higher level of success.
'1 think what stands out the most
is just how close we were to being the
two seed instead of the four seed,"
Edwards said. "We were one point
away in one match and one game away
in another that would have given us a
better draw in the tournament."
McReynolds said he has noticed
the bonds among the players grow
stronger this season, and that it has
contributed to the team's confidence
and success.
"I feel like the guys' team would do
anything for each other," McReynolds
said. "I think we have learned that
we can compete with the top teams
and that beating them is not out of
our reach."

How sports extend beyond the sports world

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I Student Publications
Sophomore Emily Plyler watches her shot at the
GAC championship this weekend.
by MATT CHAFFIN
asst. sports editor

starting at noon in Bentonville. Seeded
fourth, they will face top seed Ouachita
Baptist University. Ouachita is nationally
ranked and defeated the Bisons 9-0
earlier this season. Despite the losses
at the end of the season, sophomore
Caleb McReynolds said he is excited
to face Ouachita in the tournament.
'1 enjoy playing against good competition," McReynolds said. '1 feel like
we have a good chance of beating them
if we play well in doubles."
Senior player Adam.Edwards said he
also feels confident against Ouachita.
"I know they're a good team,"
Edwards said. "They beat us earlier
in the season but matches were close
and we gave them too much respect.
We will be ready."
Looking back on the season, Edwards

Guest
space

It's hard to believe that
nearly a year has passed since
I walked across the stage at
graduation. Honestly the
entire four years I spent at
Harding passed much too
quickly. Life as a carefree
college kid whose only worry was .. . well there really
wasn't too much to worry
about . . . has evolved to life
in the "real world."
After receiving a degree
in broadcast journalism last
May, I accepted a position
with KOSA, the local CBS
affiliate in Midland/ Odessa,

Texas, as a sports reporter
and weekend sports anchor.
If you remember the movie
"Friday Night Lights;' that's
where I am. Mojo is real
and alive today. The rolling
g reen hills of A rkansas
have been replaced by the
rattlesnake-infested desert
where oil is king. It's not
at all unusual for monster
tumbleweeds to fly past my
windshield as I watch dust
storms swirling all around.
But I love it. The oil rigs
and pump jacks are not
only symbols of money in
this part of the country, but
symbols of beauty.
Having the opportunity
to talk about sports has
been my passion for a long
time. It's one of those jobs
that doesn't really feel like
a job. I'm living among the
gun-toting Texas Tech Red
Raider fans who are ecstatic

about what ammunition

the 117th Boston Marathon
Monday as two explosions
near the finish line killed
at least three and injured
more than 180 people. It's
been amazing to see the
outpouring of love and
support for the great city of
Boston. The love didn't stop
at first responders, President
Obama and celebrities. In a
heart-wanning and never-before-seen display of honor,
respect and support, sports
teams around the nation
threw aside their competition
bravado and opened up their
stadiums, cleats, baseball bats
and hockey sticks to Boston.
Now to those of you that
actually decided to read this
column, keep it real, be nice
to one another and enjoy
your time as a college kid.
Because this moment in
your life won't come around
twice. So live it up.

Kliff Kingsbury will bring
to the wild west show. If you
haven't already realized it,
everyone has a story.
There have been a handful
of m onster sports stories
that have come and gone
since my graduation, from
Lance Armstrong admitting to using performance
enhancing drugs to Johnny
Manzie! tearing up the college
football scene. Manziel's
success came by surprise,
unlike LeBron James, who
has been the best all-around
player in the NBA for the
second straight season,
making him a lock to win
2013 NBA MVP honors.
Hate him or love him. make
no mistake about it, you're
watching history.
But recently, the world of
sports hasn't been all about
champions. Tragedy struck
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Todd Williams

Chris Hardey

David McKenzie

Danielle Morton

Andrew Evans

(Golf)

(Baseball)

(Baseball)

(Track)

(Track)

Unlimited supply
of energy to do
what I like.

Sweet tea.

Snow cones.

Fast twitch
muscle fibers.

Socks.

I am never here
on the weekends.

"SportsCenter."

uestions
If you could have an
unlimited supply of one
thing, what would it be?

Go fishing in
the little red
for trout. .

Fishing.

Grill out.

Homework, I love doing
homework .. . well that's
what my teachers must
think because they give
me so much:

"Spongebob. "

''The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air. "

"Arthur."

I loved
"Pocahontas. "

What's your biggest
pet peeve?

People who
one-word text.

Bad grammar.

Who is your celebrity
crush?

The girl from 'That 70'5
Show" with black hair.
idk her name ...

Mila Kunis.

What's your favorite
thing to do in Searcy
on the weekends?
What was your favorite TV
show or movie as a kid?

Show-offs - unless
Teammates
of course it's me
using my shampoo. doing the showing off.

Paul Anzalone.

I love me some
Josh Turner.

People walking
slowly in the
hallways.

Paul Anzalone.

'
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Finding a
better life
1n the US

Junior Tyler Gentry was elected as the 2013-2014 school yea r Student Association president for Harding on April 11 , 2013. His
term will begin May 11, when the current p resident, junior Will Waldron, hands t he keys of the SA office over to him at graduation.
Gent ry is an exercise science maj or from Searcy, Ark. Gentry said he has exciting plans for the SA and looks forw ard to w orking wit h
Dr. Mclarty and his administ ration, being a liaison for the student body.

by H ENRY GO NZALEZ
What 1s the most played song on your
Tud

guest writ er

"Would I rather be feared or loved ?
"Goodnight Moon" by Go Radio.
Pedro Reynoso, 47, born in Mexico,
Easy, both. I want people t o be afraid
of how much t hey love me:'-M ichael
came to the United States looking for
opportunities to improve his family's
Scott, "The Office"
lifestyle. He left everything behind,
What do you miss most about being
risking it all for success. Years later,
t IC
Reynoso, a local minister and Aramark
"I
miss
exploring the outdoors and
employee, said he has achieved his
dream.
playing w ith airsoft guns w ith my best
Reynoso, the second of five
friends in the neighborhood and of
"My first thought is to hit the snooze,
brothers, grew up in a small, poor
course the sport aspect of growing up.
b ut I always wake up in a good mood,
town in Guanajuato where he did
We
were so creative as kids. I rea lly miss
excit ed about the day. There is something
not have the opporrunity to complete
j
ust
getting to go outside and explore
I alw ays look forward t o. You have to
elementary school. At the age of 16,
and
not having a care in the world,
have something t o keep you g oing:'
he said he was inspired by people
just being a kid:'
"Definitely the Bible characters to ask
who had gone to Mexico City and
them
questions about experiences they
returned with nicer clothes and gifts
had,
but
also I would love to meet
for their families. Reynoso decided
et etwthy :.irnameon t,
Wh1cn celel:v ty de people say you
President Abraham Lincoln. It is so
r
- ;:
to leave as well. Once in the city,
I "'~ 11kt ?
interesting t o see how he held our country
he lived in an apartment, where he
"There are four. Recently, JT, but that 's
"I am going t o Europe to w atch a so ccer
together in hard times. I have found that it
slept on the floor. For the first time
just
because of my posters, but usually
Well,
actually,
I
might
game
in
Scot
land.
is
easy
to
start
something,
but
to
hold
in his life, he had access to a pair of
it's
Adam
Levine, Jude Law or Phillip
change
my
t
icket
to
Rio
t
o
watch
something
together,
that
is
an
tennis shoes.
Phillips:·
USA in the World Cup:·
accomplishment:'
Reynoso said his faith in God
and determination strengthened
him to find a job and work in the
city for about three years. During
'
that time he was able to send money to improve his family's lifestyle.
Also, he started dating the woman
who later became his wife. In 1983
Former SA president Michael feel like the current project was
changes he has faced as president
byMAIT RYAN
features editor
he decided to go to California and
in the last decade find their roots Campbell (04) said this was a time important."
promised his fiance that he would
Burks said from an adminisin the events of 9/ 11.
of bonding for students on campus.
return to marry her.
Dr. Clifton Ganus said every
''I was at a Bible majors' retreat trative point of view, the m ost
"Sept. 11 changed the way
In 1985, Reynoso returned from past Harding University president people thought about the future," at Camp Tahkodah, so we got very significant aspect of the last decade
California to get married. His first has been faced with completely Burks said. ''It was a huge event little information throughout the was an intentional push to grow
son was born that same year. In different sets of challenges during for the entire nation, but you could day," Campbell said. "When we Harding's graduate programs for
1985 an earthquake struck Mexico his time as president. Just as Dr. feel it here clearly on this campus. returned, we got together and the changing economy and job
and in 1987 President Reagan signed J.N. Armstrong, Dr. George S. It was one of the hardest things prayed. There were groups that market The administration added
an immigration reform bill granting Benson and himself, Ganus said, we've had to deal with, to deal gathered in the Benson stairwells, and made plans for a variety of new
amnesty to illegal aliens. Reynoso said Dr. David Burks too has changed with change on the part of faculty, the Mclnteer Rotunda and o ther programs, including programs for
these were decisive factors for him his administration with the times. staff, donors, trustees; everyone. I areas of campus. Very serious and engineering, physician's assistants,
bringing his family to the U.S.
From the expanding student body mean it just impacted the nation somber. I heard from friends that communication science and disIn 1989, they moved to Elgin, ill., and the ever-changing job market as nothing else had during my the srudent center was packed all orders and pharmacy.
but his marriage almost cam.e to an to the modern events that have lifetime."
"There was a large expansion
day long with srudents watching
end. Reynoso said the difficulty in changed the course of the nation's
Burks said some of the imme- the news, but I didn't see it myself of masters programs, particularly
his marriage led him to acceptJesus history and economy, Burks has diate effects of 9/ 11 on Harding I don't remember any specific in the areas of health sciences;
as his personal savior and he began helped Harding adapt to the sig- could be seen in the effective end administration response, but we that would be kind of the theme
his Christian journey two years later. nificant changes since the turn of of international campaigns as all took care of each other and that I see," Burks said ''This was
However, he said he did not forget his the 21st century.
a result of fears about traveling took note of the more important a very intentional effort in terms
"Times change," Ganus said. abroad. Before 9/ 11, Burks said, things in life."
original goal of supporting his family.
of strategic planning, looking at
Two more children were born, and "Dr. Benson became president in around 400-500 students would
Despite the somber aspects of where the jobs are in the future
his passion for working in the church 1936. For 12 years, Dr. Armstrong spend six weeks each summer this time period, Campbell said, and where are the jobs that fit the
increased. H e understood God's will had been president, and Benson serving churches overseas, and Burks was highly involved with future of Harding, and we easily
for his life and decided to serve him. was so different from Armstrong. although some students still do the student body and had a very determined that these should be
In 2011, Reynoso and his family But the times had changed tre- this, the degree of participation lighthearted side, once even par- added."
arrived in Searcy and he began serving mendously too from '24, when the has never come close to its for- ticipating in a game of "Assassins"
The first half of the last decade
as a minister for Ministerio Cristiano school started, to '36. And from mer level.
with a group of Campbell's friends. saw many changes to Harding as
Dios Habla Hoy., which has grown '36 to '65, and from '65 to '87,
Still, Burks said, there was some Campbell said Burks was also very the university continued to expand
from only one fan1ily to more than there was a great deal of change good that arose from the tragedies. willing to work with students on and change with the times, adding
70 members. He is also a full-time in so many ways. In '58, we moved
facilities like the Thornton Center,
"T he good thing though, as we various goals and projects.
Aramark employee. He said he sees his our graduate Bible programs to had then Gov. Mike Huckabee
"Especially when I look back new graduate programs and new
work as a sport he enjoys that keeps Memphis, but when you look at speak and other people who would from my current perspective as campuses. Harding would continue
him active. His work is a blessing that Harding now, you have locations speak to it, we were able to use chapel a faculty member at a Christian to see more changes and challenges
allows him to take care of the church all over the world and campuses to help bring everyone together on school, I am so thankful that he in the coming years as it faced a
members and expand the kingdom in North Little Rock and Benton- this topic and on what our future was supportive and involved in declining economy and steady
ville and Memphis and so on, and really is; our future isn't here, it's student-led initiatives," Campbell growth, but even now ch ange
of God, he said.
''During the last three years, I have we've added a lot of new graduate really in heaven," Burks said. "It said. "I think it was hard for a lot continues. The coming months
had the most wonderful years of my programs to accommodate the was beautiful to see that take place. of adults on campus to fully em- will mark the beginning of a new
entire life," Reynoso said. ' 'This time larger student body and prepare There was also a city-wide effort brace student-led events because chapter in Harding's history with
(in) Arkansas has been simply the srudents to work in growing fields." of getting everyone together and there were new 'great ideas' every the induction of its fifth president,
most amazing and stunning years."
Burks said some of the biggest it was just an unusual time."
year. D r. Burks always helped me D r. Bruce McLarty.

Part 4: Changing Harding with the times
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kasey coble

Doritos LOCOS TACOS

life in the
fast lane

It has always been known that celebrities are
crazy, bur it seems like some pretty bizarre things
have been happening lately that are even over the
top for Hollywood. Without further adieu, here is
your update for the week.
The queen of bizarre behavior as of late is none
other than Amanda Bynes. While I loved her in
"She's the Man," it is clear that she has completely
lost her marbles at this point in her life. First she
appeared on Twitter with pictures of herself sporting
a long blonde wig of hair and piercings in both of
her cheeks. Then, she began posting strange and
offensive things on her Twitter feed, such as "I
have an eating disorder so I have a hard time staying
thin." Most recently she explained her new hair by
claiming that a stylist damaged her hair and she had
to shave it off. That sounds a lot like an excuse to
pull a Britney Spears if I do say so myself.
It seems that weddings are all the rage in Hollywood, with upcoming nuptials in the works for so
many celebrities. Tattoo artist Kat Von D is set to
marry Joel Zimmerman, also known as DeadmauS,
in August in an "underwater-themed wedding." For
two people as out there as these two, I wouldn't
expect anything les s. Kelly Clarkson's wedding is
also approaching, as she will marry country music
star Blake Shelton's manager Brandon Blackstock.
Clarkson let it slip at the Academy of Country
Music awards that Shelton will be performing the
ceremony. I wasn't aware that Shelton was a minister,
but if I was marrying his manager, I would find a
way to make that happen, too. Over the weekend,
Matt Damon and his wife Luciana Barroso renewed
their wedding vows, with the ceremony presided
over by none other than late night talk show host
Jimmy Kimmel. Yet again, what are these celebrities
doing officiating things? With Hollywood wedding
invitations being so hard to receive, you would think
just being invited would be enough.
In other random news, it was announced last
week that in 2014, Jimmy Fallon will replace Jay
Leno on "Th e Tonight Show," which also means it
Wlll moYe back to its original location in New York
City after being in California a little more than 40
years. I'm sure Leno is humorous, but Fallon's late
night presence cannot be beat, and I can't wait to
see what he brings to the show. Halle Berry recently
disclosed that she is pregnant with her second child,
her first with fiance Olivier Martinez. With that
news, don't expect Catwoman to be surfacing again
any time soon. And, with only two columns left I
hope you are all expecting a little Justin Bieber in
each one, because that's what you are going to get.
Bieber debuted a new haircut last week, and there
are truly no words to describe it. Justin, I love you
and I'm sorry to say this, but your hair makes you
look like a girl and I would like for you to fix it
ASAP. Thank you.

KASEY COBLE is the assistant copy editor of
the Bison. She may be contacted at kcoble@
harding.edu or on Twitter @kaseycoble.

:S. NACHOCHEESE

COOLAANCH

catching up on the world of
celebrity gossip

Crunchy. Crispy. Creamy. Many different flavors all

With lettuce, sour cream, tomatoes and seasoned

in one. It is a delightful treat encompassed by a

ground beef, what goes better on a taco than

unique shell, which makes up the one and only

cheese? The Nacho Cheese Doritos Locos Taco

Cool Ranch Doritos Locos Taco.

brings cheese and tacos to a whole new

In my opinion, the latest invention of the new

relationship. Not only is shredded cheese melted

Doritos shell over-rules the original Nacho Cheese

into the·beef, but the shell itself adds an entirely

variation; however, I do think the Nacho Cheese

new depth to cheese and tacos. What can beat the

tacos are very scrumptious.

leftover orange residue on your fingers left only to

The Cool Ranch tacos have a unique blend of
meat, cheese, lettuce, tomato and sour cream that
perfectly complements the crunch and crispness of
the Dorita shell.

lick off after consuming a Nacho Cheese Doritos
Locos Taco?
Had Taco Bell found the Cool Ranch Doritos
Locos Taco to be better, they would have released

Sophomore Chris Webber stated the only flaw of
the taco was the brittleness of the shell, but besides
that he really enjoyed his first experience.

it first; but they didn't. Nacho Cheese and tacos just
go together. There is no better way to say it. Taco
Bell sold 375 million nacho cheese tacos last year;

However, I think the frailty of the taco makes it
unique and more representative of the actual chip
itself I have to say that Taco Bell made a great

there is no getting around the numbers.
Since enjoying my first nacho cheese taco, regular
tacos don't have the same punch and no longer make

investment in partnering with Doritos to make this

it onto my tray. Nacho Cheese is synonymous w ith

combination of entities. This may be the unstoppable

Doritos, Taco Bell tacos and the favorite among students

force that will never meet an immovable object.

Harding. clearly making it superior to Cool Ranch.

-Shaun Melady

-Landis Tindell

Which taco do Harding students prefer?

COOL RANCH -18.6%

Out of 161 sampled

GRAPMIC BY TYLER CARMICAL
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501-322-2400
401 S. Sawmill Rd
Searcy, AR 72143

AaaStoragaSe<ircy@yahoo com

Check out on The Link
CHECK US OUT

Online columnist: Jess Boyd provides you
with some ways to procrastinate during finals.
Multimedia for the Burksys, Bisons for Christ
and the Highlighter Run.
Information on H20verseas, a program
for students who want to study abroad a
second time.
byASHLEYROSENBAUM
Tips for battling senioritis.

by KORYHOWARD

theli nk. hardi ~g.edu

